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This biography of a tenacious fighter pilot is “a powerful story about a fascinating man who

seemed to know no fear” (Aerodrome). As one of the most successful German fighter pilots of

World War I, Rudolf Berthold was victorious in forty-four aerial combats. He was also shot

down or forced to land after six fights and survived crash landings in every case. Early in WWI,

when only fighter pilots were awarded the Kingdom of Prussia’s (and de facto, Imperial

Germany’s) highest bravery decoration, the Pour le Mérite, Berthold became the tenth recipient

of the honor. Of that early cohort of air heroes, only Berthold and one other pilot survived the

war. This book tells his remarkable story. Six weeks into the war, Berthold became the first

airman in the 2nd Army area to be awarded an Iron Cross in recognition of his bravery and

tenacity in combat. The symbolism of the award was appropriate. Described by one of his pilot

protégés as “an Iron Man—with an absolutely unbendable iron will,” he was a dedicated patriot.

And, after he became a fighter pilot, he demonstrated a fierce fighting spirit in many

encounters with British and French adversaries. All of his aerial combats with other Pour le

Mérite–awarded flyers are detailed in this book. Indeed, Berthold was so relentless in his

approach to aerial combat that when badly wounded, on at least six occasions, he cut short his

convalescent leave to return to flying with his comrades. The injuries included a hit to his right

arm, which shattered the bone, rendering it useless—yet an undaunted Berthold taught himself

to fly using his left. Peter Kilduff has produced a landmark volume based on extensive research

into Berthold’s life and military career to form the most complete account of Germany’s sixth

highest scoring fighter ace of WWI. Illustrated with over eighty photographs and other artworks,

many never published before, Iron Man tells the tale of this ruthless, fearless fighter whose

perseverance and bravery made him one of the most famous airmen of the Great War.

“Kilduff presents this tragic story of literally bone-splintering pain and bi-polar psychological

effects with tact and empathy….Aficionados of World War I aerial combat will appreciate the

way Kilduff presents the battle scenes. He also does a particularly effective job in pointing out

the problems in establishing who scored which victory, when and where, even when given

access to the war records of both sides.”Walter J. Boyne "Walt Boyne"“…Kilduff handles the

story of the ace’s life with his usual blend of close attention to detail and unparalleled

appreciation of the broader picture. Highly recommended.”Over the Front“taken the legend of

one of Germany's "Pour Le Merite" (Blue Max) aces, and thoroughly deconstructed the history

of this 44-victory ace into a readable and cogent form which both corrects and defies earlier

attempts by aviation "experts" to pigeon-hole Berthold into negative and less than chivalrous

form.…admirable work of historical aviation research and enlightenment, which should appeal

to lovers of WWI and WWII history, but more importantly to those among us who value great

history writing.WWII History List“…invaluable for students of WW1 Military aviation and it is a

fascinating read for the general reader”Dr. Geoffrey Miller, WWI History List“Iron Man ably

demonstrates why Peter Kilduff is considered one of the premier WWI aviation historians

writing in the 21st Century. This fascinating biography is meticulously researched and

documented …. Peter Kilduff’s Iron Man is not only great history, it’s a great story”.The

Australian Society of World War I Aero HistoriansMay 2013“…extensive endnotes and

appendices, which fill almost one-third of the 192 pages, as well as the enormous number of

historians [‘ works] consulted… whoever wants above all to know more about the flier Berthold



this book will be very well recommended.”Propellerblatt“an excellent job of bringing all of the

information together in a powerful story about a fascinating man who seemed to know no fear..

a fast read that is full of great pictures that really add grandeur to the story content. I feel it is

a:must have” for my, your aviation library.”Aerodrome"Iron Man ably demonstrates why Peter

Kilduff is considered one of the premier WW1 aviation historians writing in the 21st century.

This fascinating biography is meticulously researched and documented. Kilduff’s care in

explaining the story well extends to the photos he uses in the book—many incidents are

supplemented with photos and if there is no photo of the exact plane used, he includes a photo

of one from the same squadron. Finally, he is very good at explaining what the aviators were

doing to support the ground war—which is why the air forces existed in WW1. Peter Kilduff’s

Iron Man is not only great history, it is a great story"World War One Illustrated --This text refers

to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorPeter Kilduff has been studying and researching

aviation history for over fifty years. He was a journalist and professional communicator for over

forty years, and retired as Director of University Relations at his Alma Mater Central

Connecticut State University. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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UnitsEndnotesBibliography and SourcesIndexFOREWORDI first became aware of the fighter

ace Rudolf Berthold through one of his former flying comrades, the late Oberst der Reserve

a.D. [Colonel, Reserves, Retired] Paul Strähle, some forty-five years ago. At that time, a few

hundred World War I aviation veterans were alive in Germany and one of them, the late

Oberstleutnant der Reserve a.D. Hanns-Gerd Rabe, put me in touch with Strähle, the first

German fighter pilot I came to know. Strähle and I had a lively correspondence while I was

gathering material to write an article for the old Cross & Cockade Journal. Consequently, he

invited my wife Judy and me to his home in Schorndorf, Germany in May 1967, just before his

seventy-fourth birthday.I was impressed that Paul Strähle had endured numerous aerial

combats and shot down fifteen of his opponents over a seventeen-month period. At one point

he interjected:‘You should have met my old boss. He flew during most of the war, won the

highest medals, brought down forty-four British and French aeroplanes, was shot down several

times himself and went on to fly with a paralysed arm. Er war der Eiserne der deutschen

Jagdflieger! [He was the Iron Man of German fighter pilots!]’I listened carefully as he described

serving under Berthold, who then commanded Jagdstaffel 18 and was preparing Strähle to

move up and lead a unit of his own. He told me about Berthold’s various wounds and touched

briefly on the dark side of medical treatment that drew ‘der Eiserne’ into drug abuse. We

finished the evening on a cheerful note with a nice glass of Swabian wine, but I was left with

many unanswered questions about Rudolf Berthold.Sadly, little historical material about

Berthold survived the World War II bombing of the Reichsarchiv in Potsdam and it was difficult

to learn more about his life, struggles and achievements. However, the final years of the Cold

War in the late 1980s gave me access to Berthold-related resources in a former East German



archive, while I was researching other World War I flyers. That material and the subsequent

discovery of Berthold’s personal war diary in the Bundesarchiv freed me from relying on the

few books that had long represented his story – and not always accurately or completely. Now,

with better facts at hand, I am glad to offer a new look at Rudolf Berthold’s life and am grateful

to John Davies at Grub Street for providing the opportunity to do so.Rudolf Berthold triumphed

in at least forty-four aerial combats. Archival material and map study now make it possible to

examine those and related combats and to suggest which air units and even individual airmen

most likely fought against each other. Such encounters are a significant component of

researching World War I aviation history, in which an aerial victory, luftsieg or victoire aérienne

decided the fate of so many combatants. In recent years, this form of research has become

more conclusive with the help of books such as The French Air Service War Chronology

1914-1918, The Jasta Pilots, The Sky Their Battlefield, and other valued standard reference

texts published by Grub Street, which are included in this book’s bibliography. I am indebted to

the authors of those books for their labours in compiling such works.Photographs have been

important to my research and I am grateful to friends and colleagues who have generously

shared images for this book: Rainer Absmeier, Dr. Lance J. Bronnenkant, Helge K.-Werner

Dittmann, Trevor Henshaw, Dr. Volker Koos, the late Heinz J. Nowarra, Colin Owers, Alex

Revell, Greg VanWyngarden and Tobias Weber.While researching and writing this book, I

received help from many people and note with gratitude the kind efforts, encouragement and

information provided by the following people and their institutions: Brigitte Bänsch, Alexandra

Nothdurft and Renate Wünschmann, Stadt Erlangen; Karin Binder, Stadtgeschichte

Wittenberg; Thomas Binder, Stadtarchiv Kamenz; Dieter Dureck, Landesamt für Gesundheit

und Soziales, Berlin; Wesley Henry and Brett Stolle, National Museum of the U.S. Air Force;

Achim Koch and Michael Weins, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv; Dr. Eberhardt Kettlitz, praeHistoria

Büro für Archäologie und Geschichte; Stephan Kühmayer, Deutsche Dienststelle (WASt);

Oberstleutnant Harald Potempa, Militärgeschichtliches Forschungsamt; Dr. Wolfgang Mährle,

Judith Bolsinger and Manfred Hennhöfer of the Landesarchiv Baden-Württemberg; Dr. Uwe

Müller, Stadtarchiv Schweinfurt; Schulleiter Heinz Pfuhlmann, Franz-Ludwig-Gymnasium

Bamberg; Annemarie Renz-Sagstetter, Stadt Bamberg; Pfarrer Wolfgang Scheidel,

Evangelische Gemeinde Ditterswind; Claudia Veit, Stadtarchiv Passau; Dr. Clemens Wachter,

Universitätsarchivar, Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg; and Dr. Robert Zink,

Stadtarchiv Bamberg. Last but not least, Kimberly Farrington and Ewa Wolynska of the Elihu

Burritt Library of Central Connecticut State University exemplify the valued help I have received

from my alma mater.Other valued friends and colleagues who have helped in many ways

include: Rainer Absmeier, Trudy Baumann, Dr. Lance J. Bronnenkant and his exhaustive

research into German wartime images, Christophe Cony, Russell Folsom, Norman Franks,

Russ Gannon, Trevor Henshaw, Reinhard Kastner, Andrew Kemp, Paul S. Leaman, James F.

Miller, Nicolas Philippe, Thorsten Pietsch, Julian J. Putkowski, Alex Revell, Oberleutnant

Sebastian Rosenboom, Claudia Schünemann, Gunnar Söderbaum, Dr. James Streckfuss, Dr.

Hannes Täger, Lothair Vanoverbeke, and Aaron Weaver.My sincere thanks also go to this

cadre of friends: Ronny Bar for his excellent colour artwork portraying aircraft flown by Rudolf

Berthold, Judy and Karl Kilduff and my longtime friend and mentor David E. Smith for their

helpful review of and comments on the manuscript, my cultural mentor Klaus Littwin for helping

me understand German linguistic nuances and providing valuable assistance in locating

important research sources, Dr. M. Geoffrey Miller for providing his medical expertise, long-

time friends Oberbürgermeister i.R. Prof.Dr.(h c) Franz J. Rothenbiller and his wife Christa for

their valued help in deciphering significant documentary material, the late Oberst der Reserve



a.D. Paul Strähle for relating his experiences of service under Rudolf Berthold’s command, and

Stewart K. Taylor for sharing his encyclopaedic knowledge of British Commonwealth flight

operations in World War I.I am very grateful for the friendship, interest and support of these

very helpful people.Peter KilduffRudolf Berthold joined the ranks of nationally-known German

airmen when this postcard view of him appeared in early 1916. The photo, taken over a year

earlier, shows him wearing an observers’ badge, along with his 1st and 2nd Class awards of

the Iron Cross. (Lance J. Bronnenkant)CHAPTER ONEFIRST BLOOD‘I came about vertically

behind the Frenchman, dived down and got ... right on his heels. My machine gun began its

monotonous tack-tack-tack. It did not take long before [he] went over onto his left side, emitting

smoke ...’1RUDOLF BERTHOLDBy October 1915, armies on both sides of the Western Front

had long been dug into fortified trenches winding some 700 kilometres from Belgian coastal

sand dunes in the north to mountain peaks in southeast France. But the stalemate that

frustrated ground commanders for over a year did not hamper Oberleutnant [First Lieutenant]

Rudolf Berthold, who flew his big two-engine biplane bomber high over British and French

troops, easily out of range of soldiers’ guns. Further, he had two gunners on board to help fight

off aerial opponents.The twenty-four-year-old pilot exulted in his advantages of range and

height. Writing about his bombing flights over a British barracks complex at Abbeville, France,

some thirty-five kilometres east of the English Channel coast, Berthold was pleased that his

adversaries must have ‘looked on in amazement when they saw the first German [G-type 2]

aeroplane over their encampment …’‘During the second flight the British soon tried to bring us

down, as both of my propellers later showed traces of explosive ammunition … I also flew out

over the sea. The broad sheets of water passed big and powerful below me. War and mankind

were forgotten there.’3At that time, Berthold flew an AEG G.II,4 which, in the words of one

German aviation expert, ‘proved to be … a most efficient bombing aeroplane, easy to fly and

maintain and of a robust construction that endeared it to ... hard-working three- to four-man

crews.’5 But the bigger AEGs also attracted smaller, faster and more manoeuvrable British and

French aircraft whose pilots sought to shoot down the bombers before they dropped their lethal

loads – or could return to their bases for more bombs and ammunition.Combat in the AirOn the

bright, clear morning of Saturday, 2 October 1915, Rudolf Berthold and his two observer/

gunners headed for Abbeville again, but were interrupted by a British biplane. As the two

aeroplanes drew closer Berthold recognised his adversary as a Vickers F.B.5, a rear-engine

two-seat fighter aircraft in which the pilot sat behind the operator of a Lewis Mk I machine gun

on a flexible pivoted mounting6 that gave it a wide field of forward fire. British flyers called the

aeroplane the ‘Vickers Gun Bus’7 for good reason.A British report for that day described the

encounter:‘Lieut. [Herbert T.] Kemp and Capt. [Cecil W.] Lane of 11 Squadron [were] in a

Vickers8 when patrolling north of Arras at 9:45 a.m. at a height of 10,000 feet, [they] observed

a hostile machine crossing the line three miles away. Lt. Kemp succeeded in heading off the

enemy aeroplane which then turned toward the Vickers and the two machines approached

each other [head] on. Capt. Lane opened fire at eighty yards’ range. The hostile aeroplane

immediately dived almost under the Vickers and a drum [of machine-gun ammunition] was

emptied into it while [it was] diving. The Vickers then dived down after the hostile machine,

firing three more drums into it at close range. The hostile aeroplane, which was an Albatross

[sic], crossed the line, diving to earth at a very low altitude.’9The British gunner’s drums each

held forty-seven rounds of 0.303-calibre (7.7-mm) ammunition.10 But the cumulative force of

the four drums – more than 180 bullets – at such close quarters had a devastating effect on the

German bomber. Rudolf Berthold wrote in his diary:A Vickers F.B.5 of the type that attacked

Berthold’s AEG G.II during a bombing mission. (Kilduff Collection)‘Suddenly I see explosive



tracer flashes ahead of our aeroplane. A Vickers pursues us. I would have preferred any other

aeroplane to this manoeuvrable little Englishman. Nevertheless, we charge at him! He has

seen us and now turns toward us. I know that if it should come to an aerial combat, I will be at

a disadvantage as the handling ability of my two-engine bird is inferior. Should I fly away? No! It

is preferable to be overcome in combat. After all, I have two observers who know how to

shoot.‘The enemy fires ... and I continually hear the shots hitting our wings. Then, the main fuel

tank is smashed to pieces! Shards of fabric flutter from the wings and I make a banking turn.

Alongside and behind me I hear my observers firing away. Suddenly, the observer to my right

collapses and goes pale, as if he is hit. I realise it is also quiet in the back. I still hear the tack-

tack-tack of the enemy’s machine gun. The upper part of my rear observer’s body falls onto the

edge of his station.‘Then both of my engines quit. In one moment the front of my bird is

pointing downward. In the next I sideslip, at first downward, then over onto the left wing. The

engines howl into life, the wings bow, the aeroplane goes almost straight down. Thank God, I

got away from the opponent. Now I hold the control column tightly in my hand and the

aeroplane responds to me. At a certain altitude, I pull out slowly.This view of Berthold’s AEG

G.II 26/15 on the ground shows a pilot and three observer/gunners, but he usually flew with

only two crewmen. (Tobias Weber)‘A glance to the rear shows that my observer is alive, he has

just blinked his eyes, but the forward gunner is dead. Where to now? To the nearest aeroplane

depot, where there is a doctor. How slowly the aeroplane seems to creep along ... Finally we

come in to land! I have no idea what happened after that. The following morning, the rear

observer died.‘The [second] dead man was my dear old friend Grüner. I can barely

comprehend it; he was not scheduled to fly, but he pleaded with me so earnestly that I could

not refuse him.’11Anatomy of an Air CombatThis encounter needs to be examined, as the

preceding account is flawed. First, Berthold’s narratives often conveyed an overblown sense of

drama. Second, this text, from Berthold’s Persönliches Kriegstsagebuch [personal diary],

seems to have melded the narratives of two fights between his AEG G.II and different Vickers

F.B.5 aircraft on separate occasions. The ‘diary’ summarised his activities over time; it did not

chronicle daily events.Ltn Josef Grüner, Berthold’s friend and observer/ gunner, who was

mortally wounded in the air combat of 6 November 1915. (Heinz J. Nowarra)In this case,

Berthold stated that on the morning of 2 October, ‘the entire region ... lay in a dense coat of

fog ... Half an hour later the fog lifted ... and an hour later I was ready to take off. As the fog still

lay to the south, we flew in a northerly direction’12 from a German airfield near St. Quentin

toward Arras, some sixty kilometres to the northwest. Conversely, a British source reported that

the weather for that area was ‘fine all day’.13 And, while Berthold was most likely attacked that

day, he escaped from his pursuer. His unit, Feldflieger-Abteilung [Field Flying Section] 23,

reported no casualties that day14 – and certainly none related to either of Berthold’s observer/

gunners, Leutnants [Second Lieutenants] Josef Grüner or Walter Gnamm.15But five weeks to

the day later, on Saturday, 6 November, Berthold and his crew paid for their incursion over the

front lines. On a day when Royal Flying Corps weather officers reported ‘fog and clouds, with

observation very difficult’,16 Ltn Grüner was fatally wounded in an air fight north of Péronne.

The twenty-two-year-old observer died at Etappen-Flugzeug-Park 2 [Advanced Area Aeroplane

Depot 2] at Château de Grand Priel, twenty kilometres east of Péronne.17 German records list

Grüner as the only FFA 23 crewman to perish in combat that day18; there is no record of

Gnamm19 or any other FFA 23 observer/gunner being wounded.20A British report for that day

noted that a Vickers F.B.5 of 11 Squadron was attacked by what the RFC crew of 2/Lt Robert

E.A.W. Hughes Chamberlain and 2/Lt Edward Robinson described as a ‘Fokker biplane with

[observer] and machine gun ... north of Péronne’. The pair misidentified their opponent, as, up



to this time, the Fokker aircraft company produced only single-seat aircraft; however, other

aspects of their account – such as flexible machine guns on the German aircraft – are

consistent with features of Rudolf Berthold’s AEG G.II.Hughes Chamberlain and Robinson

stated that they did not see the German aircraft until it was 150 yards away.‘... It [then] dived

from 200 feet above them and opened fire at 100 yards. By the time [we shot at it] the enemy

machine crossed in front of the Vickers at fifty yards’ range and in this position twenty-five

rounds were fired at it. The [German] then circled left, passing the Vickers at 150 yards’ range,

firing from the side in bursts of fifteen to twenty rounds. The remainder of the [Vickers’] first

drum was fired into it and, by the time a new drum had been fitted, the range was reduced to

twenty-five yards. The Vickers was [approaching] head-on and, at this range, half a drum was

fired into the [German], which continued [to respond with] a rapid fire.‘The enemy then circled

‘round for position to cross the Vickers’ front but, anticipating it, the Vickers fired one drum at

the [observer] and pilot at fifty feet. The enemy machine dived steeply, followed by the Vickers

and in this position another drum was got off. The [German aeroplane] disappeared in a bolt of

clouds at 3,000 feet above Aizecourt ...’22The last portion of Berthold’s narrative fits the

combat described immediately above. Apparently, he managed to disengage from his intended

victim over Aizecourt-le-Bas, northeast of Péronne and less than twenty kilometres from the

aeroplane depot at Château de Grand Priel. But that short, desperate flight to save his

comrade was in vain. Rudolf Berthold had been a reconnaissance and bomber aircraft

crewman with FFA 23 since August 191423 and during many long flights over the lines – often

with only a rifle or a pistol for self-defence – he had not lost a crewman. It was as if that status

represented some mystical bond.Friendship Forged in CombatMoreover, Rudolf Berthold and

Josef Grüner had much in common, which led to their becoming close friends. Both men were

born in villages in northern Bavaria and earned regular army commissions as regimental

officer candidates, rather than through the more prestigious Bavarian cadet system. Indeed,

they had trained in infantry regiments outside of the Kingdom of Bavaria, Berthold with a

Prussian unit residing in a Saxon duchy and Grüner with a regiment in the Kingdom of

Saxony.24 Like Berthold, Grüner had been active in the German youth movement and showed

strong patriotic feelings.25Above all else, they shared a craving for battle action that earned

them awards for their bravery. Both men earned the Iron Cross 1st and 2nd Class medals early

in the war and Grüner was the first of the pair to receive a high Saxon award. In his case it was

the Ritterkreuz II. Klasse des Albrechts Orden mit Schwertern [Knight’s Cross 2nd Class of the

Albert Order with Swords], which he received on 15 July 1915.26FFA 23’s obituary notice for

Ltn Josef Grüner included the Prussian and Saxon awards he had earned. (Stadtarchiv

Passau)After Grüner’s death, however, Berthold felt a deep loss and, in a move rare for him,

took home leave to mourn his close friend. He did not go to his family for solace; rather he

spent time alone, perhaps to wonder whether he had been bold or foolhardy by charging at

and flying so close to his adversary. Also, there was the inexplicability of survivor’s guilt: with so

many enemy bullets directed at the aeroplane, why had Grüner been hit and not Berthold? He

wrote in his diary:‘I cannot rightly recall what happened in the following weeks. Almost

aimlessly I wandered around Germany. Everywhere I looked I saw in my mind’s eye the

cockades of the Vickers, I saw my observer hanging over the edge of the aeroplane. All I

thought about were vengeance and combat! Sleep soundly, my friend Grüner, you will be

avenged!’27Berthold’s First Aerial VictoryBut Rudolf Berthold had to wait more than two

months for his triumph. By this time he flew a Fokker E.I Eindecker [monoplane], armed with a

fixed Parabellum IMG 08 machine gun28 and synchronised to shoot 7.92-mm ammunition

through the propeller arc. This gave it the forward-firing advantage of British and French rear-



engine fighter aircraft – with greater speed and manoeuvrability.A Fokker Eindecker of the type

flown by Rudolf Berthold when he achieved his first aerial victory. (Kilduff Collection)On

Wednesday, 2 February 1916, Berthold and Ltn.d.Res Ernst Freiherr [Baron] von Althaus29

attacked a pair of French aeroplanes within German forward lines and shot down both of them.

Consequently, Berthold’s ‘kill’, a Voisin LA rear-engine biplane brought down near Chaulnes,

was officially credited as his first aerial victory. Althaus’ victim, a Nieuport Type XIV or XV two-

seater,30 crashed and burned about fifteen kilometres away, near Biaches, and was recorded

as his third victory.31Berthold’s diary entry that day detailed this momentous event in his

military career:‘The weather was bad today: low clouds, rain. About 3 p.m. came an urgent

telephone alert: A big French aeroplane was reported to be over Péronne [almost twenty km

away]. Althaus and I were just having coffee, as the others had gone for a walk. Both of us

rushed out ... and got right into our “birds”.‘By this time it was raining again. We tore down the

middle of the ’field ... and right into the rain. Althaus was off to my right. We could not see

much. Then finally toward the west, over the lines; there was a big hole in the clouds! We flew

at 2,000 metres altitude.‘We were flying in a north-westerly direction, when suddenly I saw two

small black spots that swiftly become bigger. They were aeroplanes! I pulled up my bird and

took them on. Then they saw Althaus first as he flew lower than me ... I had not been spotted

because I placed myself in front of the sun, which had fortuitously come out.‘What happened

now was a few minutes’ work! I came about vertically behind the Frenchman, dived down and

got right behind him as he put himself close behind Althaus, right on his heels. My machine

gun began its monotonous tack-tack-tack. It did not take long before the Frenchman went over

onto his left side, emitting smoke and crashing. I went howling down after him.‘A glance toward

Althaus showed ... his opponent also going down. We had disposed of both of them.

Nevertheless, we still had to be aware; one never knows where the next enemy fighter may

come from … In fact, once again, my Frenchman righted himself around. Again he fired a burst

from his machine gun and then he tumbled down. I saw him disappear behind a small wooded

area. At the last moment, I pulled my machine up; otherwise I would have crashed into the

woods.‘There was ...a heavy mist everywhere; it was like looking into a wash basin! Therefore I

flew straight and began climbing. I noticed that I was flying very far to the west. From time to

time my engine quit, due to either a sticky valve or an oil-fouled sparkplug. I was in a fine mess!

Should I land on the other side of the lines? Not for all the world, so I pushed on! At last my

engine ran perfectly again.‘There glistening before me was a silver stripe: the Somme river.

Heading off in an easterly direction, I was not far from my airfield. I landed successfully and

Althaus was waiting for me at the ’field, he had been worried. Now there were only

congratulations and an account of his fight, which was extensive! My mechanics, fine fellows,

were beside themselves with joy! We stuck together in happiness and sorrow: pilots,

mechanics and “birds”, like a little family.Voisin LA (serial number V.1321) of Escadrille VB 108

was brought down intact and recorded as Rudolf Berthold’s first victory. (Greg

VanWyngarden)‘Then the report came that our forward-most troops had already confirmed by

telephone – the downing of both aeroplanes; they were just behind our frontlines. Half an hour

later, cars were heading for them. I did not go with them, as the sight was too depressing. I

walked away quietly, but inwardly I was free! My dear friend … Grüner, now you have been

avenged!’32CHAPTER TWOFROM PEACE TO WAR‘For trouble does not come out of the

earth, and misfortune does not sprout from the field; rather, mankind is born to misfortune, just

as birds soar, flying upwards.’JOB 5: 6-7Oskar Gustav Rudolf Berthold, later known as Rudolf,

was born at about 6:00 p.m. on Tuesday, 24 March 18911 in Ditterswind, a village nestled in a

forest valley in the part of north-western Bavaria known as Lower Franconia. He was the sixth



child born into the family of Oberförster [Chief Forester] Oskar Berthold, who lost his first wife

four years earlier. Anna Ida (née Hofmann) died at age thirty while giving birth to their fifth

child, who also died.2 For a time, Oskar, still in his mid-thirties, returned to his original

homeland in the Province of Saxony, where he grieved and ultimately met and married Helene

Stief. She was three years Oskar’s junior and began his second family by having Rudolf. Three

other children followed.3Oskar Berthold proved to be a good husband for Helene. He was the

son of a building contractor, but, rather than join his father’s company, he had trained for a

career in forestry. In addition to directing timber harvesting and protecting wild game, he also

managed and dealt with people; for, in a small community, a man in his position served as both

game warden and local law enforcement officer.4 Thus, Oskar Berthold’s talents were put to

good use in Bavaria, where he was hired by Oskar Freiherr [Baron] von Deuster, a landed

nobleman with a large estate surrounding his Ditterswind residence. The elder Berthold

enjoyed considerable prestige, which was reflected in his family’s lifestyle.The forest and the

fields became the Berthold children’s playground and they learned to appreciate the animals

and plants under their father’s care and administration. It became a milestone for the children

when they were allowed to individually accompany their father on game stalking pathways in

advance of Freiherr von Deuster’s hunting parties for various guests.5 On such occasions,

Rudolf and his brothers gained an early familiarity with and respect for the rifles that were

among the tools of their father’s trade.In early September 1897, Rudolf Berthold, then six years

old, was enrolled in Ditterswind’s werktagschule [elementary school]. Like so many boys that

age, he was occasionally boisterous and impulsive, but he stuck to his lessons and advanced

through his classes. Young Rudolf developed an early interest in German history and, given to

flights of fancy, he saw himself leading ‘a courageous troop, fighting for the Fatherland’.

Outside of school, Rudolf’s great joys were sojourns into the forest, competitive sports and

playing war games with other boys in the village.6Oskar Berthold was responsible for the area

around the Ditterswind residence of Oskar Freiherr von Deuster. (Heinz J. Nowarra)Away to

SchoolFollowing Rudolf’s tenth birthday, in 1901, his parents had to start thinking about his

future. At age eleven, for example, he could apply for entrance to the Bavarian military cadet

system and receive a good education for the next eight years at state expense and gain the

prospect of service as an officer and perhaps a career in the army.7 But, despite his early

leaning toward a life in uniform, Rudolf was enrolled as a first level student in the

Humanistische Neue Gymnasium [New Secondary School for the Humanities] in nearby

Bamberg.At the time, two army regiments were garrisoned in Bamberg: the 5th Infanterie-

Regiment Grossherzog Ernst Ludwig von Hessen9 and the horse-mounted 1st Ulanen-

Regiment Kaiser Wilhelm II., König von Preussen. On various occasions, Bamberg’s streets

were filled with local infantrymen and cavalry men all decked out in colourful dress uniforms

and the school boys joined the crowds to witness the grand spectacle. Rudolf was so motivated

by the visual power of row upon row of soldiers that even ‘when he went on vacation and

searched again for the places of his early childhood, the ... love of his homeland grew all the

more and he took a solemn oath that, when the hour required it, he would be a defender of the

homeland, not merely a son of it.’10During his time in Bamberg, according to Rudolf’s school

reports, he displayed ‘good aptitude ... great diligence and orderly behaviour ... [and earned]

special recognition for his ... self-control.’11 When asked what his personal motto would be,

fourteen-year-old Rudolf, no doubt inspired by his early military interests and exposure to an

oft-heard line from the Roman lyrical poet Horace, responded ‘without a moment’s hesitation:

“It is sweet and honourable to die for the Fatherland!”’12Rudolf completed the fifth level at the

gymnasium in Bamberg in the summer of 1906. The following September he was one of thirty-



seven boys accepted into the sixth level at the Königliches Humanistische Gymnasium [Royal

Secondary School for the Humanities] in the Lower Franconian industrial city of Schweinfurt.13

The following year, as Rudolf graduated to the following class, he was joined at the school by

his younger brother Wolfram.14 Wolfram had a gentler nature (he went on to study theology at

Erlangen University15) and, given Rudolf’s athletic prowess and nearly total absence of fear,

Wolfram was well looked after and was not concerned about the inevitable schoolyard

bullies.During the winter of 1909, Rudolf transferred to the Altes Gymnasium [Old Secondary

School] in Bamberg, which offered a better course of study for the military career he was

always thinking about. The move proved to be beneficial:‘As with earlier courses, Rudolf was

outstanding in history and in gymnastics, and did well in natural science and in language

subjects (except in the French language). He also mastered the prima [senior year

examination] diligently and energetically so that ... on 14 July 1910 he received the

reifezeugnis [matriculation certificate], which, in consideration of good works, was achieved

without his having to take an oral examination. Also during his final year, Berthold ... had the

cheerful disposition of youth, which was displayed to the fullest among like-minded people and

his peers ... and also did not exclude the beer parties of his student friends; rather, he got to

know this ... side of student life from his own experiences.’16A school chum, Hanns Fiedler,

recalled a classroom incident in their final days in Bamberg that portended Berthold’s aptitude

for military life. Their much respected and feared teacher was completing a discussion of

Friedrich Schiller’s play Wallensteins Tod [Wallenstein’s Death], which should have interested

Berthold, as it was about the Thirty Years’ War general, Albrecht von Wallenstein. But when

called upon to recite a famous verse, Berthold paused. He could not recall it. Rather than admit

defeat, he began with what he remembered, the first few lines:‘”There are moments in the life

of a man,Where he is closer to the spirit of the world than ever ...”After that, Berthold coolly

improvised lines that somewhat imitated Schiller’s style. Then he cleverly ended with an actual

line from the play: ‘Und Ross und Reiter sah man niemals wieder’ [And one never again saw

horse and rider], after which his classmates burst into laughter at his daring ruse. By then the

teacher was onto the game, but apparently was impressed by his pupil’s poise, self-confidence,

courage and ability to think on his feet in a tight situation; he said nothing and continued with

the lesson. Fiedler believed that Berthold could never be happier than he was at that moment,

having come through such a ‘stormy voyage’ unharmed – and without being made to look

foolish before his peers.17Thus, Berthold’s ‘gymnasium days ended harmoniously. Now

nothing stood in the way of fulfilling the dreams of his youth. The passionately desired

profession of a military officer was open to him.’18Entering the ArmyBy the time that nineteen-

year-old Rudolf Berthold completed his public education, the most common way for him to

obtain a regular army (vs. reserve) commission was to enlist in a regiment as an avantageur

[officer candidate]. After that, he and other graduates of secondary school education in his

cohort would spend eighteen months, preparing: ‘for officer rank through the equivalent of “on

the job training ... [after which] the officers of [the] regiment voted on their

acceptability.”’19Although raised and educated in Bavarian communities, Berthold decided to

begin his military career with a regiment based in Wittenberg, a city best known for its role in

the beginning of the Protestant Reformation. In the early twentieth century, Wittenberg was in

the Prussian-administered Province of Saxony,20 bordering the larger Kingdom of Saxony.

Most likely, Berthold’s choice of a regiment was influenced by its garrison being in his parents’

homeland. His father ‘hailed from Brehna near Bitterfeld, while his mother came from

Alperstedt near Erfurt.’21 And he chose a unit with a rich heritage: Infanterie-Regiment Graf

Tauentzien von Wittenberg (3. Brandenburgischen) Nr. 20, named in honour of the Prussian



field commander whose soldiers wrested the Wittenberg area from Napoleon’s army in

1814.22It is easy to imagine that Rudolf Berthold would have been keen to add to the unit’s

further glory. And it is just as easy to appreciate the following scene, described as occurring in

Wittenberg on a national holiday to honour the kaiser, Saturday, 27 January 1912:‘Today

Wittenberg celebrates, like all cities and villages of the German Reich, in the traditional manner

the festival on the kaiser’s birthday …‘A young leutnant of the “Tauentziener” in full dress

uniform strides through the city centre’s bustling streets. Brand-new are the shoulder boards on

his officer’s overcoat. Happiness and pride radiate in the facial features of the slender manly

figure. After [eighteen months’] time as a fähnrich [army ensign], Rudolf Berthold this morning

received his officer’s commission from his regimental commander. Now the dream of youth has

come true ...’23Nurturing PatriotismShortly before Berthold was commissioned, the German

government began encouraging development of a national youth movement. Called the

Jungdeutschland-Bund [Young Germany Federation], it became a widespread patriotic activity

for youngsters. Berthold supported it enthusiastically, as an expression of his ‘love of homeland

in marches and scouting activities ... [as] the first spiritual elements of [a] magnificent German

people’s army.’24 Not surprisingly, he was elected leader of the Wittenberg branch.25As it

turned out, Rudolf Berthold’s local involvement with a national youth group became compatible

with his military service, as a driving force for the Bund was newly-retired Generalfeldmarschall

[Field Marshal] Wilhelm Leopold Colmar Freiherr von der Goltz. The sixty-eight-year-old career

soldier had served most recently as an advisor to the Turkish army during the 1908 revolution

of the progressive, modernist members across Ottoman society known as the Young Turks.

According to a contemporary biographical sketch of von der Goltz:Celebrating his early

success, Rudolf Berthold posed for this formal view with his father, Oskar, in autumn 1914.

(Lance J. Bronnenkant)‘It did not escape him that the new [Turkish] rulers lacked practical

experience and daily practice in their new professions. But he hoped that their patriotism, their

fervour and their intelligence would compensate for it.’26When he returned home in 1913, von

der Golz heard from ranking War Ministry members of their concern that Germany’s youth

needed to become physically and mentally prepared for war; to be imbued with the spirit he

reported witnessing in Turkey. Consequently, ‘in order to awaken in the ... current generation

the spirit of warlike capability and to have it become accustomed to soldierly discipline and toil,

he returned to national service and helped to develop the Jungdeutschland-Bund; he became

its first chairman.’27The Bund grew into an umbrella organisation for all groups of young men

who were keen on physical fitness training, as noted in its founding statement of December

1911: ‘We need a strong race for the future of our people. Only a militant youth ensures the

state and nation of a happy future. History teaches [this lesson] for all times …’28 Ultimately

the head of eleven regional associations folded into one national organisation, von der Goltz

said that, through the Jungdeutschland-Bund, German children would be raised: ‘in a martial

spirit and inspired … from the earliest age with a love for the Fatherland, for which they might

have to sacrifice.’29While leading the local branch of the Bund, Rudolf Berthold further refined

his leadership and motivational talents:‘Every secondary school pupil and apprentice of a

similar age ... wanted to join in when his companions marched out to the sound of pipes and

drums behind the powerful [symbol of the] black-white-red banner. Every Saturday and Sunday

they went out in city neighbourhoods, at first in small and then in larger gatherings. And in the

middle of the youths marched the very embodiment of an officer, a leutnant of the Tauentzeiner-

Regiment: Rudolf Berthold.‘From the beginning, leading this group of youths was a well-loved

responsibility. To help implant a national awareness in the youth, which was attracted early to a

vigorous defence of the Fatherland, that was ... a welcomed and heart-warming fulfilment of



the, at times, systematic and tedious service with the troops ... Berthold maintained his stature

among the impetuous youths ... He recalled the war games of his youth in Ditterswind and so

for him there was no nicer Sunday [outing] than a field exercise with the Jungdeutschland-

Bund.’30The Bund was so effective that, at the outbreak of World War I, it ‘numbered three-

quarters of a million members’ – all well-motivated recruits for the army and navy.In the

FliegertruppeMeanwhile, as Berthold settled into his new profession, he became aware of

other military service opportunities. One of them was the Fliegertruppe [flying service], which

had been under development since 4 July 1910 and became part of the German army

organisation on 1 October 1912.32 Berthold was devoted to his family and wrote many letters

home, detailing his experiences. But, as an army career itself was a dangerous undertaking,

he would not have wanted to worry his parents and siblings further by mentioning a nascent

interest in such a perilous activity as flying in a fragile wooden-framed machine covered with

fabric. Consequently, he noted only that, in the summer of 1914, he had been given a ‘special

assignment’ to a flying school33 not far from his regiment. In fact, Berthold had volunteered to

receive flight training.Berthold’s mother, Helene, seen here later in life, after two of her sons

and her husband had died. (Heinz J. Nowarra)The Fliegerschule der Halberstädter

Flugzeugwerke [Flying School of the Halberstadt Aeroplane Works] was an early centre of

German aviation activity. The factory produced license-built versions of the Bristol two-seat mid-

wing monoplane and the school offered instruction to prospective civilian and military airmen.

Among its pre-war pupils was Leutnant Oswald Boelcke, who later became an early developer

of air combat tactics and one of Germany’s highest-scoring fighter aces. Boelcke attended the

school at about the same time as Rudolf Berthold and described to a friend a nearly idyllic

setting for pupils:‘We are on duty only in the morning; the afternoons are completely free – for

playing tennis, lying about in the sun or going to the mountains. One could not think of a more

pleasant assignment.‘If only the duty were not so agreeable and, preferably, we were pestered

to do a bit more. Of course, when we have good flying weather, we are awakened at 3:30 a.m.

and are supposed to begin work at 4:00 – if only there were something to do and we did not

have to stand around endlessly without purpose and wait!‘We have four instructors here, each

of whom has a training aeroplane (... with two steering columns, one ... controlled by the

instructor, the other by the pupil) and three pupils whom he instructs one after the other. Our

machines are 70-horsepower Bristol-Taube [sic] types, which, for training, have the one good

quality of being rather slow. But at times they have a bad habit of not wanting to do anything at

all: when the weather is warm or the engine is not quite first-rate, then the beasts cannot carry

two men higher than five to ten metres and they only taxi around on the ground, whereby one

learns nothing at all about flying.‘Occasionally the pilot becomes fed up after instructing only

one pupil. Thus, at times one stands around for four hours and barely has a turn – and that

always makes me enormously angry.’35At first, neither Boelcke nor Berthold understood the

full impact of events on Saturday, 27 June 1914, when the Austrian Archduke Franz Ferdinand

and his wife Sophie were murdered in Sarajevo, the Bosnian capital. During the following

weeks, however, the assassination of the heir to the Austro-Hungarian throne helped to

catalyse underlying conflicts between the Triple Alliance of Germany, Austria-Hungary and

Italy, and the Triple Entente of Britain, France and Russia. When Germany’s Kaiser Wilhelm II

pledged loyalty36 to his Habsburg counterpart, two of Europe’s oldest royal houses stood

shoulder to shoulder. Thus reinforced, the government of Austria’s Kaiser Franz Joseph I

imposed harsh demands on Serbia, which was seen as responsible for events in Bosnia, and

that move resulted in military plans being strengthened across Europe.Boelcke remained at

Halberstadt without interruption, while Berthold’s aviation training was nearly cancelled as a



result of these developments. On 1 July Berthold was recalled to his regiment in Wittenberg,

where he noted: ‘For months I had not marched a single step or taken part in a field

manoeuvre. Now, sometimes my feet did not want to go; one unlearns how to march too

quickly. In aviation service one sits either in an aeroplane or in a car...’37Berthold was required

to take part in two weeks of infantry drills before he could return to Halberstadt – and now he

was further behind his peers in the training cycle. But, while some conditions remained the

same, the mood among his regimental comrades had changed, as he wrote in mid-July:‘In the

Kasino [officers’ mess] there is only one topic of discussion: war ... This time we all agree that it

will come to this. My thoughts race ahead. Will we prevail? Full of confidence, we will confront

the future ... We suspect and feel and know that it will explode – and yet everything is so

peaceful ... Our drills are the same as every other year at this time, yet everything has an

entirely different appearance ... We still use practice ammunition.’38On Friday, 17 July, Rudolf

Berthold was formally transferred from his regiment to the Fliegertruppe. With his service

status now permanent, he could concentrate on the true passion of his military life. He poured

out his feelings into his diary:‘I had to return to the flying school at Halberstadt ... I still had to

take my first and second pilots’ examinations. Until now I had been trained as an observer. But

I wanted to steer the aeroplane myself! I can no longer climb into an aeroplane with anyone

else; in my mind, I am steering and become restless when I notice uncertainty in a pilot.

Perhaps that comes about because my old training pilot secretly taught me how to fly ...‘I

believe that very few are really aware of how beautiful flying is. With a little pressure on the

control column I guide the aeroplane and compel it to do my will, within the forces of nature,

and to dare to do battle with those forces. I envy the pilots who, completely trained, have their

aeroplanes.‘Very few of them truly make the best use of their domain; they are satisfied when

they have made some circuits around the airfield during calm weather and are gazed at as

dashing fellows by the crowd. My fingers itch to be at the controls: I want to fly high, far away,

where no one sees me, alone with my bird. I want to leave all the pettiness behind me, I want

to be free and surpass the birds in flight ...’39Three days later Berthold was back in

Halberstadt. He viewed the, by now inexorable, path to war with widely-mixed emotions, at

once seeming not to comprehend what was going on and, in the next moment, eager for it to

happen. He wrote:‘The training aeroplanes were out on the airfield. A peculiar feeling came

over me: Patched up in every spot, they did not look really ready for war. There were few pupils

here ... One flew especially well: Boelcke. He was ready and waiting to be recalled to his

aviation unit. One look at him shows that he flies because it makes him happy. Boelcke has

already passed his second examination; however, in the event of mobilisation, I will definitely

be an observer ... What a shame that out of consideration for the equipment, in fear of every

crack, it was flown so little. That makes me sad ... if only I were away from here!’40Mobilising

for WarBerthold got his wish following the defining event on Tuesday, 28 July, when the

government of Austria-Hungary declared war on Serbia. Allegedly, the action was taken to

exact retribution for the assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand, but it only gave Russia a

reason to mobilise. In turn, Germany also militarised, which filtered down to effect Berthold by

ending his plans to become a pilot, as he wrote in his diary:‘The situation has become serious.

We have just received the mobilisation order. All of the officers have been recalled to their

regiments by telegraph. Boelcke and I depart. I have my orders as an observer ...‘I am

supposed to report to Grossenhain. I stop on the way at my garrison in Wittenberg ... The

streets are swarming with people ... My regiment is to move out the next day ... I can stay only

a few hours. I bid farewell to all.‘Who knows if I will see any one of the dear, old comrades

again ... All are so happy at the prospect of victory! I love flying and, yet, what I would give if I



could move out with my old, dear regiment ... The glass of Sekt [sparkling wine] that I swiftly

toss down at my comrades’ departure tastes quite tart, as a few furtive tears have fallen into

it ...’41Germany supported Austria by declaring war on Russia on Saturday, 1 August, and on

France two days later; on the latter date, erstwhile German-Austrian ally Italy proclaimed its

neutrality. Germany’s subsequent violation of Belgian impartiality was one stated reason for

Great Britain to declare war on Germany and Austria-Hungary on 4 August.During all the

commotion of that first day of war, Rudolf Berthold continued his hectic train ride to the Royal

Saxon Air Base at Grossenhain.42 There he would be assigned to one of the squadrons being

organised to bring the new dimension of aviation to Germany’s military might.Berthold was by

nature an emotional person and, at times, had to work hard at self-control. His diary entry for 1

August showed that his jumbled feelings were finally settling down, as his firm sense of military

orderliness took over:‘The farewell in my garrison still had me trembling as I arrived in

Grossenhain. The journey was terrible. The general state of war affected everything. The train

leaving Wittenberg was overfilled and I had to stand. How I longed to be back with my

comrades. But a sense of duty dispelled all soft feelings; now I had to be firm with

myself!’43CHAPTER THREESERVICE FOR THE NATION‘As soon as it can happen, I want to

become a pilot. Should my ability, my will, always be dependent on another person? Should the

weakness of one person hinder my strength ...?’1RUDOLF BERTHOLDThe first few days of

World War I were a kaleidoscope of events for Rudolf Berthold. When he departed Wittenberg

on that fateful Saturday, 1 August 1914, the streets overflowed with streams of soldiers. They

were heading off to trains that would carry them to battlefront staging areas. All were swept up

in the passion of the moment.But, when Berthold arrived in Grossenhain that evening, the city

appeared to be a ghost town. After a night during which nervous excitement hardly let him

sleep, he was roused and inspired by the sound of Sunday church bells. After breakfast,

Berthold’s spirits soared further upon seeing, as he wrote in his diary:‘... an infantry battalion

passing by. What a happy and refreshing sight! They are singing, marching with flowers in their

buttonholes and on the bayonets of their rifles! They are invincible in their hopes! Despite the

seriousness of the situation, they have happy, sparkling eyes. It was as if everyone was part of

a big family... As if awakened by a knock at the door, I snap out of my musings ... My service for

the nation begins.’2Berthold marvelled at the soldiers and cavalrymen he had seen in

Wittenberg – all distinguished by orderly rows of uniform designs and colours. Such pageantry

and splendid heraldry had drawn him to military service. But, arriving at the Grossenhain

airfield a day later, he saw various modes of attire; the Fliegertruppe was so new that it did not

have a distinctive uniform. The variety of regimental dress worn by men reporting to the airfield

made it hard to comprehend that all of them belonged to a cohesive aviation entity.While

Prussia dominated the German empire since it came into being on 18 January 1871, the

Kingdoms of Bavaria, Saxony and Württemberg – and most of the lesser states – continued to

send their own regiments into the field and retain links to them. The Kingdom of Prussia wisely

allowed this expression of regional heritage and the subsequent mixture of disparate uniforms

worn by aviation personnel during the war. In keeping with this sense of military autonomy, the

Grossenhain facility was dedicated as a Königlicher Sächsischer Fliegerhorst [Royal Saxon Air

Base].3Feldflieger-Abteilung 23 Goes to WarOfficially, Berthold was still attached to the 3.

Kompanie des Flieger-Bataillons Nr. 1 [3rd Company of Aviation Battalion No. 1], which was

also assigned to Saxony.4 There were five Flieger-Bataillons5 and all became gathering points

for men to be assigned to various aviation units. After reporting to the airfield, Berthold was

assigned as an aviation observer to Feldflieger-Abteilung 23 [Field Flying Section 23]. That

unit, along with FFAs 24 and 29 and Etappen-Flugzeug-Park 3 [Advanced Area Aeroplane



Depot 3]6, were among thirty-four FFAs and eight EFPs established by the Inspektion der

Fliegertruppen [Inspectorate of the Flying Service] to provide aerial reconnaissance and

bombing for German armies in the field.7FFA 23 was commanded by thirty-two-year-old

Oberleutnant [First Lieutenant] Otto Freiherr Vogel von Falckenstein.8 A pre-war flyer he, in

1911,9 completed the aviation course at Döberitz, on the western edge of Berlin, and

participated in early air events.10 Vogel von Falckenstein had also been one of three company

leaders of Flieger-Bataillon 1 when it was established at Döberitz.11 Hence, FFA 23 had a

seasoned, knowledgeable and well-connected pilot in command.But, the brisk and effective

type of organisation that Berthold witnessed among ground troops dispatched from Wittenberg

did not carry over to Germany’s new aviation branch. To begin with, FFA 23’s standard

allotment of six aeroplanes12 consisted of Mars-Taube [Dove] monoplanes produced by the

Deutsche Flugzeugwerke [German aeroplane works] – abbreviated as DFW – in nearby

Leipzig. Their low speed made them popular among student pilots, but made them unsuitable

for wartime flight operations. The Flieger-Bataillon provided commanding officers for many of

the first military field aviation units13 and FFA 23 leader Vogel von Falckenstein drew on

contacts with his former superiors to obtain expedited delivery of more modern replacement

machines.Thus, on the sixth day of mobilisation, Friday, 7 August 1914, FFA 23 headed off to

war with new DFW two-seat biplanes.14 At that point, the efficient German railroad system

was sending 550 trains per day15 to German cities closest to the frontlines in Belgium and

France.A DFW Mars-Taube monoplane, the type first assigned to FFA 23. (Heinz J.

Nowarra)FFA 23’s men, aircraft and equipment were on one of those trains, travelling westward

across Germany to Montjoie [now called Monschau], south of Aachen, near the Belgian border.

FFA 23 was assigned to the German 2nd Army,16 commanded by Generaloberst [Colonel-

General17] Karl von Bülow. The 2nd Army was part of a broad ‘wheeling’ movement intended

to sweep through northern Belgium, into central France and then, in concert with

Generaloberst Alexander von Kluck’s 1st Army, to surround Paris.18At various points during

the journey, Berthold wrote in his diary:‘We were on the train for forty-eight hours, which

seemed endlessly long ... Finally we approached our destination. There was hours-long waiting

before we disembarked. One military transport after another plodded through the unloading.

The evening sky was blood-red. The muffled rumbling of the cannons gave us an inkling of the

severity of the firing at Liège that had begun.’19On Sunday, 9 August, FFA 23 was ordered to

send up two-man crews to reconnoitre the area south of Maastricht in the Netherlands, being

careful not to violate Dutch neutrality, and over the heavily-defended Belgian fortress cities of

Liège and Namur and then south to Dinant to determine the locations of any Belgian or French

forces opposing the steadily-advancing German 1st and 2nd Armies that made up the right

flank of the invasion force. But once again the new aviation branch experienced growing pains;

disassembled aeroplanes and support equipment were not as easily put into action as ground

troops and horses. Berthold described the situation:‘Unloading proceeded with feverish haste.

Each two-man aircrew competes with the other because each wants to achieve the first flight

over the enemy ... Some of us already know one another from our peacetime service. The

abteilung is made up of six aeroplanes, an Abteilungsführer [literally section leader, actually

commanding officer] and adjutants, seven pilots20 and as many observers.21 They are really

nice fellows. Our leader, Vogel von Falckenstein, has a true Prussian soldier’s disposition and

is an accomplished old pilot. Everything went so smoothly thanks to his aviation experience

and his tireless efforts …’22By Saturday, 15 August, the aircraft were assembled and housed

within large hangar-tents on the newly-cleared airstrip. Nearby, smaller tents for aircrews and

ground support staff were erected. Later that day, Rudolf Berthold and Leutnant Johannes



Viehweger, a prewar pilot,23 made FFA 23’s first flight over the battlefront. They were armed

with a pistol and a rifle for Berthold’s use. As the observer, he was in charge of the aeroplane

and directed the pilot where to fly; he was also responsible for the aeroplane’s defence. He

described the mission:
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Ebook Tops Reader, “A German pilot who whose nickname was well earned.. Most WW1

readers of history know the Red Baron, Utet, Goering. Rudolph Berthold should be on that

list. It seems like he had one mission in life. Destroy enemy aircraft. He was very good at it

often at the expense of his own personal life. A book about a human killing machine. Very

well  done.”

Tim, “Well detailed. The story was fantastic, and the author thoroughly researched to the point

of identifying the pilots of the planes Rudolf Berthold shot down. I plan on buying other books

by this author.”

keith01, “The Ironman commeth. Well written and very detailed. I would have liked a little more

information of how the dogfights in which Berthold was involved in actually unfolded although

naturally being so long ago and witnesses etc all gone it is a difficult ask. Other than that a very

interesting biography of an obviously very interesting man.”

SprLdr35, “Really good story about a definite Iron Man. Really good story about a definite Iron

man. This guy pushed to be the best and was one of the best, it was a shame his life tragically
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ended like it did.”

CHARLES CAUDLE JR., “Five Stars. Great book by one of my favorite WW1 aviation heros”

Edward Boll, “Five Stars. Very Complete history and well written”

David Dunbar, “Well written book about a lesser known ww1 ace. An interesting read for

aviation and ww1 history buffs.”

Der Ack, “IRON MAN: Rudolf Berthold: Germany's Indomitable Fighter Ace of World War I.

What can I say - being of Deutsche descent and having managed through "Goshawk

Squadron", "Open Cockpit", and "SommeSuccess", it was required/mandated I purchase and

read of men who flew aeroplanes such as Eindeckers, Albatroses, andFokkers, those craft

which were adorned/emblazoned mit Das Eisernes Kreuz on their wing und fuselage skins.Am

pleased und gratified to have done so.Also purchased "BLACK FOKKER LEADER"”

Christian Schwinghammer, “Rudolf Berthold - One of Imperial Germany's most interesting

fighter aces and as such also one of the more obscure and unknown. An extraordinary

biography over an extraordinary pilot, the Iron Man Rudolf Berthold of Imperial Germany's

Luftstreitkräfte. in WWI. Peter Kilduff has gone through a huge amount of sources but have also

used Berthold's own war journals and diaries. This creates what is probably the best and most

well-documented picture of this legendary fighter pilot with 44 aerial victories to his credit.

Rudolf Berthold was probably one of the most aggressive fighter pilots of the war, badly

wounded several times but always back in the cockpit, even with an paralyzed right arm during

the last year of the war. A stern disciplinarian, an effective combat leader of his fellow pilots in

Jasta 4 and Jasta 18 among other units, Berthold epitomized the "Draufgänger" in the duels

above the battlefields in the West. When capitulation came in November 1918, Berthold, like

many other fellow officers and soldiers of his generation, joined the Freikorps in the unstable

and civil war like times in the young Weimar republic As a leader of a Freikorps, Rudolf

Berthold met his death in 1920 as violently as he was close several times in the dogfights of

WWI.A highly recommended book about one of the most fascinating fighter aces in the

Luftstreitkräfte. Well written and with many photographs documenting Rudolf Berthold and hos

colleagues during WWI:”

Ebook Tops Reader, “well written. long overdue biography”

Geoff Boultwood, “Book Review. Another fine book on WW1 Aviation History a great biography

of an Aviator plenty of detail well illustrated well worth reading for anyone interested in WW1

and Background of Aviators in those times”

Mr. G. M. Pulford, “iron man. a very good and gripping read i could not put it down i can

recomend this book to anyone and the auther has a fantastic comand of the subject”

J. Samuel, “Buy the Iron One!. Detailed and exciting account of one of the German aces with a

will of iron. Excellent.”

The book by Peter Kilduff has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 36 people have provided feedback.
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